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Abstract 

 

100 Billion Kani Tokens were minted to be 
used as rewards for our cNFT project(s) and 
for pool delegators staking with our 
partner Stake Pools, as well as to be used 
in our future endeavors.


Our ADAHANDLES/Policy IDs:




f01ec1cb021922a491ea300fb4791dbaca720372b2a3142579c52e7d




10d7152c587c24d59ece1ec566d28e5647a24d32992a50c7f247c6e6 
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                                                                                                   WHY CARDANO? 

Cardano is a layered blockchain for smart 
contracts and Dapp development. Cardano 
isn't just a disruptive technology, it is a 
foundational technology with the potential 
to transform a variety of problem domains, 
from Finance to even social structures.


Cardano Native tokens essentially have the 
same functionality and security as Cardano 
and its currency “ADA” itself. ERC-20 , BEP 
20 etc… Tokens are vulnerable to hacks, 
and in the case of tokens on the Etherum 
network in addition, they can experience 
outrageous Gas fees as well…


Cardano uses Proof of Stake (POS), which is 
a type of consensus mechanism/protocol 
that uses the amount of “Stake” held in the 
system to determine consensus. There are 
no Miners no endless field of computers 
sucking up all the electricity and there are 
no Gas fees. Only small transaction fees 
(and in the case of native tokens, a small 
transfer that accompanies each Native 
Token transaction to further support the 
system.)


So far both The ecosystem as well as the 
Cardano Community have been nothing sort 
of incredible!  


                               ! 
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WHY KANI TOKEN? 

The original Kani Character (or Crab) we 
used as an inspiration for our design, was 
first featured in the 1978 Japanese Arcade 
Game "Space Invaders" developed by Taito 
and designed by legendary Tomohiro 
Nishikado. Kani was the "Medium size" 
invader and today it is easily one of the 
most recognizable video game characters 
ever created. One of the other reasons we 
chose a “Crab” was because of their 
uniqueness. Amazingly throughout the 
course of evolution, some species have 
evolved independently into crab like 
creatures at least 5 times. The body 
structure, not to mention the armor(!) must 
benefit the animals. There is even a term 
for it now “Crabification”. Many of the 
species have managed to survive several 
extinction events. It is not that 
farfetched to imagine “Space Crabs” out 
there cb  exist… By now surely one can see 
why the fascination. We wanted to create 
something with the resilience and 
longevity of a crab that will not only 
represent this project well, but will be 
instantly recognizable around the world! 
One didn’t need to be born in the 70’s to 
feel some nostalgia immediately upon 
seeing CB…  


        v                                                      z                                                                                                                v       
                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                               y 

                                                                                                                                                    w           
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roadmap 
STAGE ONE:


- Idea Conception, Design Concept  

- Complete Whitepaper 

- Complete cNFTs

- Secure Domains/Soc Media Handles

- Complete code for token/Mint tokens

- Copyrights agreements/Acquisitions

- Complete Website/Release Whitepaper

-Minting of cNFTs

- Start Airdrops to Stakepool Delegators


STAGE TWO:


- Airdropping of $KANI Tokens to cNFT 
owners begins (Please note: the airdrop 
will be sent only to the accounts that 
originally minted the cNFTs)


- Acquiring of related ADAhandles

- Implementation of $KANI “Faucet” on the 

website


STAGE THREE: 


-Marketing/Strategic partnerships

-Listing of $KANI on DEXs

- (If there’s Demand) Create Stake Pool

-Airdrops to the NGOs we picked and to the 

additional 1 the community votes for

-Contingent on the success of the prior 

sales, a 2nd cNFT Drop, offering “NFT 
Staking”, as well as a Buyback Program 


-Listing $KANI on Centralized Exchanges
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Our 1st CNFT DROP


3,333 Unique Pixel Artworks are 
available for mint for 8 ADA each.



There’re Common, Rare, Very Rare and 
Legendary mints, with some unique traits.


Each Mint comes with 25,000          tokens.


Our collection is verified on most Cardano 
NFT Marketplaces.


After each 5th mint, we also mint 1 random 
cNFT for ourselves and by doing so further 
reduce the availability. Once minted, we 
list it on JPG.Store for a floor price of 25 
ADA for common, 50 for Rare, 75 for Very 
Rare and 100 ADA for Legendary Mints.


We “sweep the floor” on the secondary 
marketplaces each week. 


Next Year on the anniversary of the 
Original Game our designs were inspired by, 
we will have a buyback program of the 
“Unwanted“ cNFTs at 2X the original mint 
price, payable in          Tokens ! 



We will be doing very small number of 
limited mints to be available for our 
HODLers in the near future.
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Tokenomics/Supply 

100 Billion Kani Tokens were minted.
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How to get KANI? 
 

Right now these are only options to 
get your hands on some         .



A: Participate in one of the Qualified 
“Vending Machine” pools (Link on 
Website) to receive 1000         each 
epoch.


B: Purchase from the Faucet on our 
website.


C: Mint a                 cNFT, and receive

an Airdrop.


D: You can exchange your tokens for 
ADA, Pudgy from PudgyCat.io or PTC 
from PocketTowne.io on MinSwap DEX


E: Now you can also claim         each 
epoch on TosiDrop.io  
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UTILITY/PLANS


•2023 will be the 45th anniversary of the 
original Space Invaders Arcade game and 
we have couple of ideas how to make it 
memorable for our HODL-ers …


•cNFT Staking to earn limited edition 
cNFT(s).


•Strategic Partnerships.


•Collabs with other Cardano Projects


•Exchange (CEX) Listing


•Giveaways and even More Giveaways


•Initiate buyback program on the game’s 
anniversary. In case someone decides they 
no longer want to keep their cNFT(S), 
whether they minted it originally or 
purchased it at a later time, we will have 
a buyback program for 2X the original 
minting cost(s)! 
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summary 

A limited Pixel-Art/generative cNFT 
project and a yet to be defined Utility 
Token. We are working hard to make sure to 
grow through an open, fully transparent 
and competitive processes to further 
increase the project’s value and its 
Utility. Furthermore, there are several 
additional projects in the pipeline to be 
released at a further date.


We are grateful for the engagement and 
support of the community, for our small 
but very capable dedicated team and the 
organizations we have been engaged with. 
We are fully committed to make this and all 
related ventures a success and turn it into 
a viable blue chip project!


e  t u i o s d f h j  k  l  v 
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DISclaimer 

Please Note: This is a living document and 
the information while up to date at the 
time of publishing, may change.


Kani Token and any associated products, 
Sweepstakes, Giveaways, including our 
cNFTs etc. should NEVER be viewed as any 
sort of investment advice, trading advice, 
financial product or security. We strongly 
suggest you conduct your own due diligence 
and consult your qualified financial 
advisor before making any investment 
decisions. Currently these products are 
nothing more than digital collectibles and 
hold no monetary value. 


The products are presented “as is” and by 
purchasing them, you agree that you are 
not purchasing a security or investment 
and you agree to hold the team harmless 
and not liable for any losses or taxes you 
may incur, and also agree the team is not 
required to provide any further support or 
services.


Furthermore, while these products are not 
registered digital currencies, before 
purchase you still must make sure to 
comply with your country’s Crypto Laws and 
regulations.



